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1 Introduction

Good evening, it’s a great pleasure to be part of this workshop, especially as its interests
appear to line up well with the dissertation I recently completed at Columbia University’s
Department of Urban Planning.

The dissertation examines how global shipping companies have employed technolog-
ical change to generate interurban competition for port-related employment and what
port cities should do about it. Given time constraints and this workshop’s focus on the
structure of cities, I will limit myself to briefly illustrating that the geography of logistics
employment and activity have effectively shifted inland from port cities. As a consequence
I recommend that port cities should no longer compete through subsidies to retain port
activities, since they are operating with the technologically outdated belief that ports
generated a high level of direct and indirect employment.

2 Methodology

[Slide 3] As Professor Hein has explained that the conference is seeking to build in-
terdisciplinary collaboration, I would like to take a moment to describe my own inter-
disciplinary approach to my dissertation research. As an urban planner, I am from a
field that I believe to be inherently interdisciplinary. But beyond this, I was fortunate
to spend almost my entire doctoral education as a participant in an interdisciplinary
fellowship program called the Integrative Graduate Education and Research Traineeship
(IGERT) program offered by the National Science Foundation (NSF). While most of
these programs have been science-oriented, my particular program was in International
Development and Globalization under Joseph Stiglitz and brought together economists,
sociologists, planners, socio-medical scientists, political scientists, and others for weekly
discussions of our ongoing research. As a consequence, my personal approach was forged
in an interdisciplinary environment and embodies some of the strengths and weaknesses
of interdisciplinary work.

[Slide 4] With thanks (or curses!) to my indulgent advisers, my resultant work is
methodologically and theoretically profligate, often more formally referred to as mixed
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methods or triangulation. Rather than adhere to a particular discipline’s arguments about
the subject or favored methodological approach, I started with the questions raised by my
topic, sought out pertinent literatures and ideas from a variety of fields, and adapted my
methods to the questions and literature in light of obtainable data. As a consequence, my
dissertation engages literature from Large Technical Systems (LTS) thought, economic
geography, economic sociology, labor history, management, transportation geography, re-
gional economics, and (implicitly) social network theory.

In a similarly diverse manner, the dissertation employs GIS mapping of historical
manufacturing census data in the US to illustrate geographical shifts in employment and
to generate data for use in spatial regression analysis. Archival research in labor and
shipping industry publications and association meetings provided critical understanding
of the role of technology in the struggle between capital and labor. And case study research
situated more recent developments in these broader trajectories.

The strength of this approach, I believe, has been to allow me to foster a much
broader understanding of the relation between technology and territory and to marshal
a greater range of data than would have been possible by focusing more narrowly. The
primary weakness is precisely the other side of this coin. By spreading my theoretical and
methodological attention across such a diverse set of fields, subtopics, and methods, none
is explored to the depth that might truly be desirable. There is no question that each
of my methods could have been carried out with much greater levels of sophistication.
And the theories have been adopted with an incomplete perspective on how they fit
within their disciplinary corpus. Still, on the whole, I believe that this assemblage of idea
and practice demonstrates a defensible and consistent understanding of a complex set of
relations.

3 Theory

[Slide 5] [Slide 6] My dissertation employs the concepts of territory and terrain to
frame the dilemma facing ports and its solution. Terrain is defined as the distribution of
capital flows (in all its instantiations) across space. An increase in the volume or turnover
of capital in a given area “raises the terrain”, and a decrease “lowers” it. For example,
keeping all else constant, if a business were to move its activities from one city to another,
the altered flow of capital would lower the terrain in the first and raise it in the second.
In the image you see, this is represented by the topographical map. Areas experiencing
greater flows of capital can be conceived of as being at higher altitudes.

Terrain is to be distinguished from territory. Territory is effectively a form of power
(Harvey, 2006). As described by Jessop et al. (2008), territory is a form of sociospatial
structuration associated with efforts to bind, parcel, and enclose. Though Jessop et al.
leave open the object of such efforts, for the purpose at hand, we will focus simply on flows
of capital. Specifically, the administrative boundaries of local, municipal, state, and federal
governments function as negotiated boundaries with attendant mechanisms for controlling
flows of capital. For example, municipal boundaries define those properties from which
a given governing body can extract taxes and to which it is obliged to provide services.
Customs laws may block the flow of endangered species parts past national boundaries
into a given country. And most importantly for our case here, interurban competition for
business is an effort to constrain the flow of profits within the municipal boundaries, as
indicated by the dashed line in the image. Territory—at least administrative territory—
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is much less flexible than terrain. Long historical processes and organizational inertia
tend to keep administrative territory fairly fixed, while the mobility of capital and people
facilitates much more rapid shifts in terrain.

[Slide 7] Levinson (1967) makes a distinction between two types of terrain in his
discussion of the relative power of labor unions and oligopolies: “area of effective produc-
tion” and “product market area”. The product market area is that spatial range through-
out which a good or service is sold, while the area of effective production refers to the
geographical space within which that good or service can be produced. For example, cop-
per mining has a international product market area but a very limited area of effective
production, since mining can only take place where the ore is located. Drawing on Herod
(2001)’s work on labor geographies, I propose to refer to the ability to control this area
of effective production as a “territorial monopoly”.

As is indicated by the images on the left of this slide, the area of effective production
can be diffuse or fragmented. Though the area of effective production is typically diffuse
for most manufacturing efforts, this is not the case for all industries, like mining and wa-
ter transportation, which must take place at discrete locations. Physical characteristics,
like shallow waters, extreme tides, and ocean exposure, limit the number of points at
which cargo can be transferred between water and land. Diffuse areas of effective produc-
tion are extremely difficult to monopolize, while fragmented areas of effective production
have proved remarkably amenable to territorial monopolization. This partly explains why
longshoremen’s unions became so powerful once they were able to monopolize the labor
supply in a port or port range in the 1930s. Here I argue that the same spatial strategy
of securing a territorial monopoly over a port range applies to port authorities as well.

4 Technological change and port hinterlands

[Slide 8] [Slide 9] Sixty years ago, prior to containerization, ports teemed with men
struggling up and down gangplanks weighted down by bags of coffee, bunches of bananas,
and crates of goods. Small gantry cranes hoisted painstakingly balanced palettes from
ships’ holds down to the docks, where they were transferred to handtrucks and ferried
off into a labyrinthine set of aisles or warehouses stacked high with goods. The labor-
and time-intensive nature of this process reduced the distance from the port that goods
could be profitably shipped, giving ports a territorial monopoly over their hinterlands, as
depicted in slide 10.[Slide 10]

This all began to change in 1953 when Malcolm McLean boldly formed one company
that owned both trucks and ships dedicated to hauling them along the East Coast of
the U.S. (Levinson, 2006, ch. 3). Today, an overwhelming proportion of international
trade travels by container ship. At the most advanced terminals, the longshoremen and
checkers who swarmed the docks are now invisible inside buildings behind computerized
control panels, and chassis drive themselves down the pier to accept one of the stan-
dardized boxes being hoisted from the ship every two minutes and lowered by cranes
over 50 meters high. The containers are then immediately transferred to trucks or trains
and hauled directly through the suburbs to inland, regional distribution centers, which
serve as hubs for collecting and distributing goods, much like ports in the previous era.
The impact is suggested in slide 11.[Slide 11] The operations that concentrated around
ports historically have now expanded into broader, overlapping regions in a process some-
times referred to as “port regionalization” (Notteboom and Rodrigue, 2005). This has
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undermined ports’ traditional territorial monopoly over the movement of goods into and
out of their hinterlands. Today multiple ports employ the same warehousing distribution
centers to deliver goods to the same product market area. In fact, shipping companies
now operate at the continental scale, transporting goods to every region from every port.
In the U.S. this puts East Coast ports in direct competition with West Coast ports for
many market areas.

5 Overlapping hinterlands and the terrain of labor

[Slide 12] Using GIS and spatial regressions, one part of my dissertation examines the
impact of this technological change on the geography of labor. The results show that while
the capital intensive components of the network, specifically ports and railroads, have re-
mained spatially fixed, less capital intensive aspects, specifically warehousing, overwhelm-
ingly follow their customer base rather than any particular infrastructural node. [Slide
13] Slide 13 shows the distribution of warehousing employment in 1974, based on the
earliest data available from the US County Business Patterns data. The map indicates
that the focus of warehousing employment is along the coast near ports. [Slide 14] In
slide 14, however, we see that by 2007, warehousing employment has become more widely
distributed and is concentrated along two bands roughly 200 to 300 kilometers inland
from the coast. A similar pattern is indicated for trucking. So, technological change has
allowed firms to alter the logistics in such a way that some forms of employment and
activity have left the cities that host ports.

[Slide 15] Technological change has, on the other hand, reduced employment in
longshoring, as the graph on slide 15 shows for a selection of East Coast states. The shift
to capital-intensive movements have drastically reduced the need for and employment of
longshoremen. Increasing automation is set to continue this trend. Port cities will soon
see their prime waterfront occupied by enormous, automated freight movement factories
manned by skeleton crews. In a sense, ports have moved inland.

However, despite these changes in the geography of the logistics networks, industries
that rely on transportation have not relocated to accommodate these changes. Rather,
my regression analyses show that firm location is more highly correlated with population
density and income than proximity to transportation nodes. So, while the geography of
transportation labor has changed its relation to port cities, other manufacturing employ-
ment has not. This decoupling of production from distribution has led to the loss of port
cities’ territorial monopoly on goods movement that historically generated manufacturing
employment for its citizens.

6 Implications for policy

[Slide 16] [Slide 17] Ports now have have overlapping areas of effective production. This
puts them in competition with each other to deliver goods to the same locations and
weakens their bargaining position vis-à-vis the global shipping companies, which operate
at the continental scale rather then the regional. However, the impulse for port cities
to compete is counterproductive. Direct employment is in permanent decline. Related
employment has moved inland. And other firms do not care where the port through which
their goods are exported is located. There is thus no reason for port cities to compete.
The benefits of efficient logistics networks accrue to broader geographical scales, while the
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costs descend upon port cities. Instead, the situation calls for national or supra-national
coordination of port activities at the continental level.

7 Thoughts for future research

[Slide 18] [Slide 19]
The primary implication of my work on logistics networks for port cities is that port

cities cannot be treated in isolation from their hinterlands and their competitors. It thus
seems valuable to me to explore port city transformations in conjunction with inland
agglomerations, particularly those that host warehousing activities.

This interconnectivity of hosts to logistics nodes also suggests that we consider how
they are coordinating their activities. Much of the mainstream literature is suggesting
port-led coordination at the regional level to compete with other ports in the same port
range. But there is some movement toward inter-port collaboration in Europe and Korea,
while the Chinese port system is coordinated at the national level. So interport relations
might be profitably explored at the governmental level. The expansion of international
terminal operators may serve as another lens into interport relations.

[Slide 20] Thank you.
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